IUP Leadership Society members are those alumni, family, friends, and employees who have made gifts of $1,000 or more to benefit the Foundation for IUP. Graduates of 10 or fewer years and students are invited to join the IUP Leadership Society at specially tiered levels.

IUP Leadership Society membership is calculated based upon the sum total of cumulative and matching gifts received between July 1 and June 30 each year.

The following councils comprise the society.

**Future Leaders Council $100 and above (Current students)**

Janell Brinser '23†
Allison Brownlee M'23
Colton Burd '23
Maura King '23†
Evan Orr '23
Yesenia Roman-Longoria '23†
Caroline Walsh '23
Kelly White M'22

**Hawks Council $250-$499 (Graduates of the last five years)**

Anonymous
Kaitlyn Beers '20, M'22
Jacob Cherry '21
Tyler Diefenbach '22, M'23
Alexander Ickes '18, M'19
Jeremy Risinger '16, M'18†
Rebecca Shellenbarger '20†
Simon Stuchlik M'19 and Jill Stuchlik†
Hawks Council $500-$999 (Graduates of the last 10 years ago)

Sarah Cook '12 and Scott Cook
Leslie Krummert M'14 and Herman Krummert
Joshua Muscatello '06, M'11 and Melanie Muscatello '12
Ryan Sweeney '16†
Harrison Wick D'18 and Kimberly Wick '12, M'14†

Presidents Council ($1,000 to $2,499)

Steven Agnoli '86 and Elizabeth McNary Agnoli M'85
Judith Ahern '67†
Francisco Alarcon†
Robert Allen '85 and Tara Hicks Allen '85
Hussam Al-Shammari†
Sekhar Anantharaman†
Robert Anderson '67 and Bonnie Anderson†
Anonymous (37)
Sanjay Avasthi '86 and Sangita Gupte-Avasthi
Glenn Bafia '85 and Kirk Petersen
Kevin Bailey '86, M'90†
Michael Baker '03 and Jennifer Hartman Baker '05
David Baker '79 and Darlene Baker
Douglas Baker '86 and Julie Richter
John Benedict†
Frances Bentkowski '70†
Michael Bertness '88 and Denise Haverty Bertness '86
Prashanth Bharadwaj and Jaya Rao†
Eugene Bicego M'73 and June Montali Bicego M'73
Ann Bilko†
Daniel Birnley '72†
Michael Bodolosky '72, M'78 and Glenna Bodolosky†
Susan Foltz Boklage '93 and James Boklage†
Paul Bolig '71, M'73 and Jo Ann Bolig†
Mark Bolinger '77 and Linda Bolinger†
Lawrence Bombara
David Brady D'20 and Susan Boser†
Timothy Bratton '68†
James Brekovsky '87 and Susan Brekovsky†
Bart Brice and Kristine Brice
Kathleen Brigee
Thomas Briggle '68 and Fayetta Briggle†
Mark Piwinsky and Dolores Brzycki†
Diane Kunz Buck '69†
Timothy Buggy '85 and Cherri Lundberg Buggy '87
Matthew Burglund '98 and Sarah Burglund '14†
Daniel Burkett '86†
Barbara Olmstead Burkholder '79†
Bret Buterbaugh and Marie Buterbaugh†
John Butzow†
Stephen Can
Courtney Canale '00†
James Carino†
John Carr '83†
Charles Cashdollar '65 and Donna Cashdollar†
Suzanne Johansson-Cawley '92 and James Cawley
Mary Semelsberger Chakot M'78, D'93 and John Chakot†
Aaron Chapman '87†
Theresa Cignetti '97
Frank Cignetti, Sr '60, M'65* and Marlene Kocon Cignetti
Jonathan Clark '76 and Pamela Clark
Emily Clark '14
James Clarke '78 and Rosemary Clarke†
Brian Cobaugh '92 and Monique Cobaugh†
Sara Cole
Jeffrey Coleman '87 and Donna Cook Coleman '89†
John Collins '87 and Daria Levkus Collins '88†
Jack Conaboy '77 and Julia Morabito Conaboy '77†
Christopher Cox '85
Dennis Cramer '75, M'82 and Elizabeth Michaliszyn Cramer '76†
Thomas Crumm and Sara Crumm†
Deanne Blatnick Cunningham '84 and Richard Cunningham
Linda Deabenderfer†
Iris Chapman DeBastiani '61†
Albert Dettorre Jr. '76, M'85 and Lujean Boring Dettorre '76, M'80
Matthew DiLoreto '04 and Layne DiLoreto†
David Dolinger '69, '73 and E Jean Growden Dolinger '73†
William Dorsey M'70†
Patrick Dougherty '97 and Amy DeFurio Dougherty '90
Nancy Tenney Doverspike '77, M'79 and Lynn Doverspike
Misti Dragano '88 and David Pow
Gregory Drahuschak '69 and Kimberly Drahuschak
Russell Drozdiak and Kathleen Drozdiak
David Duckett '75 and Joan Duckett†
Jennifer Luzier Dunsmore '98 and James Dunsmore†
Patrick Egan ’72 and Dorothy McKeever Egan ’71
Barbara Eisen†
Tracy Eisenhower ’00, M’02, D’18 and Rodney Eisenhower
David Elko ’76 and Constance Elko†
Rodney Emerson ’97 and LaLa Emerson†
Christine Formoso Emmerling ’87 and Andrew Emmerling
Don Erickson
Kelly Eschbach ’86†
Debra Evans-Smith ’81†
Joy Biesinger Fairbanks ’72, M’78 and Robert Fairbanks†
Aaron Felter ’01, M’11 and Bethany Nichols Felter ’01†
Richard Ferguson ’62
Kathleen Kundar ’68 and Joel Finger
Cassie Fish ’06†
John Flaherty ’87 and Jennifer Flaherty
Nancy Fogelsanger ’59
John Frank ’58 and Jeannette Frank†
Nicole Gabriel ’00
J. Stephen Gallagher and Susan Gallagher†
Rajendar Garg and Vipul Garg†
Louis Garzarelli ’95, M’04 and Tammy McCready Garzarelli ’95, M’00†
Barry Gasdek ’64 and Rita Gasdek†
Barbara Koch Gazibara ’57
Gail Gerlach ’59†
Robert Gett ’72 and Lisbeth Gett†
Beverly Bartzer Glendening ’77 and Robert Glendening†
Eric Gray ’03
Donald Green
Rodney Grettler '79 and Rosanne Grettler†
Terry Griffith '74 and Donna McCrea Griffith '74, M'77†
Suzanne Kirch Gurski '71†
Terry Guthrie '70, M'72
dale hall '69 and Linda Hall†
Dana Steinert Hall '15 and Vincent Hall '13, M14
Catherine Walls Haller '94
Edward Hartman '86 and Lori Herzing Hartman '87†
Frances Thompson Hawkins Wells '78†
John Henry '69 and Carol Highberger Henry '68, M'89†
Daniel Henry '84 and Lauri Ziglear Henry '84
W. David Hoff and Kim Hoff†
Scott Horton '87 and Shelley Owens Horton '89†
Dale Hosack '81 and Jo Hosack†
Donna Carlson Howard '69†
Donald Howe '79 and Belinda Askew Howe '79†
Douglas Hsia M'88 and Rebecca Chen
Marsha Huey '21
Janice Krall Hummel '75, M'79 and John Hummel†
Michael Hutchinson
Daniel Jack '79 and Carolyn Jack†
Robert Jamison '65 and Carol Jamison†
CJ Jaynes '79, M'82†
John Jenkins '96 and Donna Jenkins
Rita Johnson
Brian Jones and Lynne Jones†
Elaine Reschini Judge '64, M'66
Robert Kanick Jr. '84 and Andrea Kanick
Leonard Kasubick and Nancy Kasubick†
John Kengla '67, M'72†
Mark Kernen '04 and Jenny Kernen†
Gloria Hullihen Kerr '70, M'75, D'96 and M Dale Kerr†
Beatrice Kerridge '91†
Frank Kinter Jr. and Hastie Kinter†
Jason Kline '04 and Stephanie Perkovich Kline '07, M'13
Joseph Kovaleski and Susan Kovaleski†
Mileah Kromer '03 and Michael Madden '02†
Larry Kubala '68 and Barbara Bentrim Kubala '68, M'73†
Robert Kuhar '85 and Karen Sulkowski Kuhar '88, M'90
Daniel Kupas '88
Donald Kuty '69†
Frederick Lang '65
James Lattanzi '76 and Tena Lattanzi†
Erick Lauber and Betsy Lauber†
Tina Kennedy Lebrecht '87 and Timothy Lebrecht
William Lewis '81†
Ada Greening Lewis '54, M'66†
Jonathan Lewis and Lisa Borghesi
Patricia Linton D'96 and Leonard Linton†
Timothy Lipniskis
Joshua Liss '92†
James Litzenberger Jr. '85 and Ellen Dougherty Litzenberger '84†
Jane Ramsey Logan '63 and H Morris Logan†
Donald Loomis†
Dorothy Sullivan Love '81†
Soo Lu
Timothy Ludwig '85
Edward Mackey and Cecelia Mackey†
Mark Mahoney '79†
Cynthia Nixon Mastro†
David Maudie '87 and Carol Maudie†
Derrick Maultsby '17†
David Mawhinney '86 and Kristan Ebersberger Mawhinney '86†
David McClymont '84 and Kathleen Lewis McClymont '84†
Karl McDermott '76 and Deirdre Weston†
Lawrence McDonough '86 and Lynn Robbins McDonough '86
Matthew McGovern
Skip McGreevy '71†
Barry McKnight†
Donald McPherson '69, M'71 and Linda Leighty McPherson '69, M'76†
John Mead '65†
Raymond Mialki†
Charlene Mickens Dukes '80
Patrick Mikesell '62†
James Mill and Bonnie Mill†
Alan Miller '80 and A. Lorraine Miller†
Douglass Miller
Rickey Miller and Lori Miller
David Mintus '76†
Kathleen Stadelmyer Mitchell '71 and John Mitchell†
David Moore '82 and Karole Scurci Moore '83†
Casey Moore '75 and Janice Moore†
Tina Piccolini Moore '82 and David Moore†
John Morris '71†
Lance Mueller '93 and Jessica Mueller
Samantha Muir '12, M'22 and Lynn Botelho†
Richard Muth M'96 and Brandy Muth†
Cheryl Longenecker Naughton '75, M'80 and Paul Naughton†
David Neal '85 and Sue Neal
Gregory Davis '80 and Frances Nee
Sally Miller McCombie '74, M'78 and John Nelson '73†
Alan Nelson D'78 and Linda Nelson†
Eleanor Zakrajsek Nemeth '62 and Edward Nemeth†
Judith Meister '80 and Andrew Newcomb†
Lisa Newell†
Christina Newhill
John North '69 and Kimberly North†
Robert North '77 and Louise Fazio North '78
Khatmeh Osseiran-Hanna and Ibrahim Hanna†
Dorothy Palmer '57†
Deken Palmer
Kelli Reefer Paquette '93†
Wesley Perich '73 and Cecile Kelley Perich '74†
L. Ronald Peters '65 and Andrea Fleischer Peters '65
Paul Phillips '93†
David Piper '84, M'89, M'92, D'00 and Joyce Piper†
Jamie Potosnak '97 and Angela Orlando Potosnak '98
Brian Pukylo '97 and Barbara Pukylo
Han Shenggao and Xianwen Qiao
Cheryl Ralston '70, M'72, D'90 and Wayne Staples
James Reckard III '90 and Marla Reckard†
Christopher Reese '96 and Karman Creamer Reese '99, M'01
Erik Reinhard and Donna Reinhard†
Janelle Reinoso '92 and Juan Reinoso†
Karley Richard M'21
Ronald Richards '89 and Heather Rogers
Allen Childs '81 and Glenda Riley-Childs†
Keith Rittle '91 and Kathleen Rittle†
Catherine Rodgers '71†
Steven Rodgers '79 and Michelle Skiles Rodgers '80
Andrew Rolen '85, '91 and Jeanne Rolen
Patricia Kulp Rooney '86 and Patrick Rooney
Stephen Ruger and Almeda Ruger†
Stanley Saylor
Karen Schaub
Eugene Schmidt '64 and Kathy Wright†
Benjamin Schneider '01
Gregory Schockling '81 and Judith Schockling
N Jane Scott '70†
Thomas Selby '75†
Jamiela Self and James Self '65†
Tracy Settle '80 and Sheri Settle†
Dennis Sevin '98 and Kelly Krevokuch Sevin '97†
Harry Sharp '67 and Vickie Sharp
Darlene Shea†
Robert Sheesley and Lanette Sheesley '22
Daniel Shively and Joanne Shively†
Jean Sabolovich Sledzik '61 and Herman Sledzik†
David Smith '67†
Kay Baker Smith†
R Roger Smith†
Saundra Shea Smith '71
Paul Smocer '74 and Susan Seftic Smocer '75†
Judith Beatty Snyder '69 and John Maynard†
Jo-Una Spadafora†
Michael Staub '80 and Gayle Leader†
Joanne Steiner†
Daniel Steinhaus ’08 and Maria Steinhaus†
Douglas Steve '92, M'93 and Julie Steve†
Michael Stever†
Benjamin Stiles and Carolyn Stiles†
Timothy Sullivan ’73†
Kerry Wolfe Sunderland '88 and Daniel Sunderland†
Michael Supinka and Vivian Supinka†
David Tabish ’70 and Irene Tabish ’70†
C Robert Tate ’69 and Brenda Tate†
Ron Thomas and Gerri Thomas†
Thomas Todd
Tara Trimbur
Janet Amick Tritsch '71
Cynthia Turco ’70†
Frank Urbaniak ’91 and Amy Seaman Urbaniak ’90
Jennifer Wagner Villa M'01 and Christopher Villa
Marci Valeski Vitale ’87 and Thomas Vitale
Larry Vold and Edwina Vold
Janice McLane Walker ’69 and Stephen Walker†
Cheryl Wegener†
Kevin Weidl ’06
Stephen Wiedmaier '73 and Loucinda Wiedmaier†
Cameron Wilkins '06 and Vanessa Wayne Wilkins '06†
James Wilson†
Thomas Wozniak '80 and Anne Wozniak†
Douglas Yoder '76 and Anna Yoder†

**Trustees Council ($2,500-$4,999)**
Anonymous (8)
William Balint '88 and Amy Balint '98†
Gretchen Barbor M'85 and John Barbor†
David Baughman '74 and Debra Marinelli Baughman '74†
Jeffrey Bobich '93 and Angela Bobich†
Frank Burke '74 and Karen Burke†
Victor Campbell '68†
Gerald Clark '69†
John Conrad '58 and Barbara Conrad†
Bergitta Edison Cotroneo '80 and Peter Cotroneo
Thomas Curtiss Jr. and Helma Curtiss†
Kevin Dodds '84 and Kimberly Lezanic Dodds '91†
Mary Jo Dressel '82†
Brittnei Rizzo Force '06 and Bryan Force
Jon Gascoine '81 and Beverly Rupert Gascoine AA'89†
John Gilly '79 and Jane McMahon-Gilly†
Richard Gudewicz '70†
Philip Henry '81, M'82 and Beth Andrews Henry '84, M'86
Mark Holman '79†
James Hostler '90 and Jennifer Givens Hostler '93
Patrick Imbrogno '78 and Denise Spangler Imbrogno '78†
Alex Juhasz and Rosemary Juhasz†
George Kelly '82 and Lisa Kelly†
Stephanie Lambidakis '81 and John Leseur†
Mary Leisher Leipheimer '66†
Meredith Light
Barry Lippencott '67 and Patricia Hedges Lippencott '68†
Peter Luetkehans M'14 and Lara Luetkehans†
Maura Mittelhauser Marcus '90, M'01 and Robert Marcus†
Donald Mash '64†
Patricia Curran McCarthy '89, D'15 and Thomas McCarthy†
Diane Taylor McGeehan '72†
Elaine Lytle Mead '70 and James Mead†
Alan Megna '84 and Mary Kreider Megna '84
Ryan Miller '02 and Krista Hughes Miller '03
James Milligan '01 and Becky Boarts Milligan '01, M'03†
Bryan Moore '07 and Katie Moore
Jeffrey Moran '89
Barbara Morycz '72†
Wendy Naman '92†
John Pettina '87 and Cathy Jones Pettina '87†
Sam Phillips '91, M'19 and Lisa Phillips†
Edward Platt and Olga Platt†
Margaret Reid D'80
Shirley Ritter '74†
Rodney Ruddock '65, M'75 and Ellen Sylves Ruddock '66†
Joseph Saffron '63 and Merceda Biordi Saffron '65†
Gregg Schmidt '78 and Sharon Ammons†
Thomas Segar†
Jeremiah Shanahan '88 and Kristen Dean Shanahan '91†
William Shipley '75 and Judith Stuart Shipley '22†
Ronald Simkins '58 and Patricia Brown Simkins '55
Judith Kralik Sterner '69 and Stephen Sterner†
Martha Stitt Stewart-Finton '60 and Abe Finton†
Susan Giles Stonebraker '68†
Robert Stonebraker and Annie-Laurie Wheat
Robert Strouse '70 and Susan Strouse†
Suzanne Kuhn Teele '82 and Edward Teele†
Gwendolyn Torges†
William Wagner '75 and Amy Wagner
Scott Weber '88, M'89 and Karen Weber†
Jim Wiley and Jackie Wiley '69, M'77†
Harold Wingard and Elizabeth Wingard†
Lenora Saxton Woodard '76 and Mel R. Woodard†
Michael Zang '73 and Karen Focht Zang '73†

**Willis Pratt Council ($5,000-$9,999)**
Lorna Milkovich Abernathy '83 and Justin Abernathy†
Anonymous (5)
Barry Balliet '74 and Diane Klingensmith Balliet '75†
Dennis Barletta '75 and Tina Barletta
Donald Baronitis '76 and Anne Baronitis†
Nadav Baum '86 and Nancy Wallace Baum '83†
John Benson '88, M'19†
David Bluemling '85 and Sheila Mowry Bluemling '85†
Anthony Bosnick '72†
Clare Bretz '69 and Thomas Sullivan*†
Jeffrey Brown '82
Chris Brussalis and Christina Burssalis†
Richard Cassel†
Susan Clarke-Johnson '80†
Roger Claypoole and Charlene Claypoole†
Frank Condino and Marty Condino†
David Connell '83
J Victor Conrad '87 and Debbie Conrad†
Phyllis DeMark '65†
Terry Dunlap '81 and Mary Jo Dunlap†
Andrea Fako and Brad Fako
Anthony Ferrari '70 and Kitty Ferrari†
J. Thomas Frantz '73, M'77, D'00†
Charles Hasse '71 and Kathleen Hasse†
Joshua Hillard '01 and Jamie Anna Hillard '00
Amy Hovan '95, M'13 and Steven Hovan†
James Jozefowicz and Stephanie Jozefowicz†
Robert Kane '90 and Kristen Kane†
Matthew Kohler '83 and Melanie Wix Kohler '84
John Laudeman '71 and Dorothy Laudeman†
James Leda '95 and Leslie Vanderhoof Leda '98†
Andrew Longacre '13 M'19 and Meghan Longacre†
Daniel Markey '77 and Linda Markey†
Maria Markovich '74 and Gregory Shutske†
Florence Mauchant M'85
Stephen McAneny and Cynthia McAneny†
Paul Miller '74 and Susan Walker Miller '74†
M Michelina Zoffuto Olmstead '73, M'79 and Gary Olmstead†
Eugene O'Sullivan '71 and Saundra O'Sullivan†
Nicolas Pascarella Jr. '91 and Robin Pascarella
Martha Piwinsky†
Richard Pontius '76 and Sharon Pontius†
Joseph Pontoli and Heather Pontoli†
Dennis Popovec '77 and Annmarie Popovec†
Daniel Powers '70†
Michael Powers and Heather Powers†
Edward Receski
William Richardson '81†
Ruth Riesenman ’64†
Beth Snyder Rosenthal '84 and Daniel Rosenthal†
William Scheeren '68 and Judith Scheeren†
George Siehl '59 and Nancy Siehl
Daniel Simoni '94 and Michelle Costanza Simoni '95†
Deanne Snavely†
William Anderson ’70, M’73 and Rebecca Snyder ’75†
Candice Cedarland Spadafora ’68 and William Spadafora†
Pamela Bowser Spikner ’98 and LaTarius Spikner
Marcia Igims Squire ’71 and Frederick Squire†
Suphavadi Sunhachawi-Taylor ’87 and James Taylor ’86†
Richard Ubinger ’81 and Lori Ubinger†
Timothy Wallace ’79 and Lee Wallace†
Cindy Rhine Watta ’75, M’79 and Robert Watta†

**John Sutton Council ($10,000-$24,999)**
Anonymous (3)
James Ashton Jr. '64 and Virginia Harrigan Ashton '64†
Jane Miller Banks '56
Joan Frey Boytim '55, M'64
Kristin Butterworth CA'02
Richard Caruso '83†
Jeanmarie Becker Chambers '86 and David Chambers†
James Curtis '74†
Susan Snell Delaney '64 and John Delaney†
Frederick Garbinski '65 and Judith Garbinski†
Grady Gaspar '77 and Carol Zeh Gaspar '78†
William Grant '75 and Mary Grant†
Linda Clemmer Hagey '65†
Garry Hess and Linda Hess
Chris Holuta '89 and Luci Scerbo Holuta '89
Ivan Kalister Jr. '69, M'75 and Debra Dengler Kalister '74
Pat Mazanek '73, M'82 and Patti Shannahan Mazanek '74, M'86†
Darla Mechling†
Robert Millward and Kathleen Millward†
Beatrice Moore
Ralph Morris '69†
W Patrick Naylor and Penelope Moyer Naylor '77†
Kathleen Darkes Prokay '69†
Brian Quinn '96 and Rebecca Ruffner Quinn '95†
Daniel Radakovich Jr. '80 and Marcia Radakovich
Martha Rorabaugh†
William Rusnack '66 and Marsha Zamberlan Rusnack '66†
Paul Spears
John Sphon '79, M'81 and Donna Behun Sphon M'81†
Dennis Stover '76 and Regina Dressel Stover '75†
Steven Tunink†
David Wallace and Ruthie Wallace†
David Williams ’79†

1875 Founders Council ($25,000-$49,999)

Stephen Abel ’73†
Anonymous (4)
Robert Basehore ’71 and Kathie Kuvinka Basehore ’71†
Samuel Bowers†
Mary Ann Dickey†
Michael Driscoll and Rebecca Young Driscoll*†
Christopher Fleischner and Dawn Fleischner†
Eleanor Mihalyi Gallati ’54
Mary Ann Hoysan Jacobs ’68, M’93 and Nick Jacobs ’69, M’72†
Micheal Madigan ’80, M’86 and Elaine Taraba Madigan ’80
Douglas Niesen ’87 and Heidi Niesen
Doris Quiles ’77
Gerald Quinn ’91 and Jennifer Thomas Quinn ’94†
Marilyn Silvey†
Frederick Streams ’55†
Louis Sutton
Jane Anderson Wymer ’90 and Randal Wymer

Jane Leonard Council ($50,000 and above)

Anonymous
Glenn Fitzgerald ’69†
C Edward Keller ’74 and Judy Keller†
William Madia ’69, M’71 and Audrey Delaquil Madia ’70†
Karen Maurer Stone '89 and Michael Stone
Susan Wheatley†

**Bell Tower Council ($1,000,000+ lifetime giving)**
Robert Cook '64 and Paula Brooks
Tim Cejka '73 and Debra Phillips Cejka '73†
Derek Fairman '03 and Lindsay Fairman†
Joyce Ritenour Fairman '76, M'84†
Chad Hurley '99 and Elise Walden Hurley
John Kopchick ’72, M’75 and Char Labay Kopchick ’73†
Judith Geyer Kovalchick ’65, M’69 and Joseph Kovalchick
Terry Serafini ’61 and Janet Serafini

†Indicates Loyalty Society membership
*Indicates Deceased